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Environmental targets (Art 10)
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Defining the pressures and linking to
human activities: a linkage framework

Construction, extraction,
dredging and disposal
Shipping, fishing, boating,
hydrographical change

loss at the core zone and disturbance/
damage around the core zone.
disturbance/ damage away
from the activity.

Our approach to estimate the significance
activities, pressures and impacts
Literature review:
o >120 papers, >420 rows of impacts
o Mainly form the Baltic, partly from the North Sea
o Targeting benthic fauna and flora, recoding many types of
impacts
o Including pressure magnitudes: sedimentation rate, turbidity
o Spatial extent and gradient
o Recovery times
Case studies:
o Three fishery case studies: Fehrman belt, Swedish coast,
entire Baltic
o Four non-fishery case studies: Mecklenburg bight,
Plantagenetgrund, Port of Helsinki-Vuosaari, Archipelago
Sea.
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How the results were used?
1. Which are the most impacting
activities ?  ranking of activities
2. How long does it take to recover? 
ranking of activities
3. How widely do the activity-pressures
affect?  spatial analyses of
impacts
4. Is there a threshold in the activity or
pressure?  environmental target?
5. Impacts + recoverability  sensitivity
of habitats to pressures
Capital dredging: Spatial model of
max turbidity (NTU)

Turbidity in water (NTU)
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Step 1. Scoping phase
Assessment of GES

If risks, analyze the linkage framework

Step 2. Linkage framework
Detect the pressures and underlying activities
Step 3. Analysis of the human activities and their impacts
Spatial analysis

Analysis of threatened features

Duration and frequency of the pressure

Recovery time

Sensitive seasons

Step 4. Estimate the maximal allowable pressure
Analyze dependency of state and pressure parameters
Step 5. Mitigation of pressures or impacts
Other technique?

Protective actions?

Planning spatial and temporal restrictions?

Compensation?
Restoration?

Step 6. Validate the need for an environmental target
Summary of results
Existing targets

Other assessment results

Make a validation report
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Starting points for the guidelines
● Env. targets are specific and measurable
● ET is necessary if GES is not reached or it is in risk.
● The physical loss and physical disturbance should be
assessed separately as there is possibly no recovery from
the former.
● Broad habitat types are too broad when assessing the need
for ET  special focus to habitat types which are specifically
impacted.
● ETs necessary to consider if:
○ Wide areas or % of habitat are affected,
○ Pressure is continuous or frequent,
○ Recovery times are long,
○ Impacts focus on critical areas (e.g. spawning grounds) or
threatened species or biotopes.
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Geographical scales
The geographical area
(1) where the ET is applicable
(2) where the ET is assessed.
Example 1
BIOTOPES IN COASTAL ROCKY REEFS IN RISK OF SUB-GES DUE
TO WIND FARM PLACEMENTS.
 ET NEEDED TO REGULATE THEIR LOCATIONS (e.g. max X% of
area can be built)
ET DEFINED FOR AREAS WHERE COASTAL ROCKY REEFS
LOCATE.
ET IS ASSESSED AS A % OF THE EXACT COASTAL ROCKY REEF
AREA.
Note: the GES problem may be limited to a smaller area (e.g. a subbasin) and then the ET is given to that sub-basin only).
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Geographical scales
The geographical area
(1) where the ET is applicable
(2) where the ET is assessed.
Example 2
HERRING SPAWNING GROUNDS IN VEGETATED BAYS ARE IN RISK
DUE TO DREDGING IMPACTS.
ET DEFINED FOR A MORE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
DREDGING TECHNIQUE TO REDUCE IMPACTS.
ET DEFINED FOR HERRING SPAWNING GROUNDS (OR
VEGETATED COASTAL AREAS)

ASSESSMENT DOES NOT REQUIRE SPATIAL SCALE.
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What will the final report contain?
1.
2.
a.
b.
c.
d.
3.
a.
b.
c.
d.
4.
5.
a.
b.
c.

Introduction to the project and its objectives
The approaches to the meet the objectives
Linkage framework
The literature review
The case study areas
Developing the conceptual model for environmental targets
Results (both non-fishery + fishery)
Linkage framework
Spatial extents of pressures and impacts (both review + case
study results, incl. also the gradients away from the activity)
Recovery of benthic habitats from the pressures
Magnitude of pressures and impacts from human activities
Stepwise guidance for setting environmental targets
Observations of the need to set environmental targets for the
Baltic benthic environment
differences and similarities of the activity impacts and recovery
times
conclusions of the spatial extents
necessary development needed.
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